
Respected Mayor Hurley and Council,  

Thank you for arranging this meeting for ZML Holdings.  

Our appealing for removing the business restrictions from Big Bend Crossing Shopping Center has been 
repeated many times in the past two years to the former mayor, Mr. Corrigan, but has not received a reply. In 
the meeting on July 19, 2018, Mr. Lou Pelletier suggested that we discuss with Rona and give a re-zoning 
suggestion for the next 15-30 year, after the meeting, we discussed with planners and architects and did many 
detailed researches, we also contacted Rona for several times, but get no respond. Without their cooperation, 
it is hard for us to go forward. So, Mayor Hurley and Council, please approve to remove the restrictions on the 
land so as we can develop better. 

In recent years, TARGET and SEARS have gone bankrupted, SAFEWAY, INDEPENDANT shut down lots of 
stores, but instead, AMAZON has achieved great success, indicating that the traditional big-box store business 
model is no longer in line with major consumer trends. Lots of physical stores are affected by the impact of e-
commerce and on-line sales in recent years, more and more tenants (especially shoes, cloths, book stores, 
etc.) find it’s hard to continue their business and have no intention to renew the original leasing contract after 
the current agreement expired. We have a shop space vacant for almost 3 year, and in this year, we lost 
Adidas (6288 sqf), Winners is intended to reduce leasing area for 12,000sqf, Sportchek has reduced 45% of 
leasing rate……

On the other hand, there are some businesses, affected by e-commerce relatively weak, such as food market, 
grocery stores, florist shops, restaurants, gym, kid’s play center, daycare, education center, after school, 
dancing center, clinics, pharmacies, liquor store, bank, law firm, accounting firm, insurance brokers, dollar 
store, dry cleaners, laundries, hair salon, internet game establishments, etc., they showed great interest in this 
plaza area. The contacted potential customers are: Cactus, Rock Climbing Facility, Anytime Fitness, Daycare, 
Hotpot restaurant, BBQ Grill restaurant, Pennington’s, BMO, Brightstart Childrens Academy, Dollarama, Urban 
Soccer Center, Moes Furniture (entertainment), etc. But due to the current restrictions, we lost opportunities to 
accept them to come and also makes our income fall sharply. 

We highly respect the original planning, which was completed 15 years ago, however, with the continuous 
development and progress of the society, most countries and governments in the world will make 
corresponding policy adjustments according to the needs of different stages of the market in the region every 
5-10 years. The markets are changing and we have to be alive. The removal of restrictions on this land, can 
make this area more flourishing, so as it can provide more positions, more taxes and more convenient services. 
Otherwise if we stay where we are, we will lose more tenants and jobs, more space would be left vacant, and 
the slump in the area would lead to a huge loss to the investor and all related parties, it will also waste the 
effort on this project in the past. 

Respected Mayor Hurley and Council, removing restrictions from our shopping mall has reached an imminent 
moment, and the previous restrictions has severely constrained our development. We deeply regret that our 
appeal has been ignored by the former Mayor, Mr. Corrigan. As a socially responsible enterprise, ZML 
Holdings is willing to work with the government to contribute to building a prosperous and beautiful Burnaby 
city, please consider our appeal. 

Thanks 

ZML Holdings Group Corporation 
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